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Introduction 
 
The Requirements Document reflects both NW Natural Gas and CMD project 
requirements.  It enables both parties to verify that the project solution and design 
phases are appropriately targeted to end-goals and marketing objectives, technical 
requirements, and preferences for information, usability and graphical design. 
 
From this document, Solutions will be developed that meet the Requirements laid out 
here. Mutual acceptance of this document by CMD and NW Natural serves as an 
approval for the scope of work and for the production process to begin. 
 
NW Natural and CMD have embarked on a collaborative partnership to redesign the 
NW Natural Web site. The NW Natural Web site redesign will accommodate all planes 
of the user experience, as outlined below: 

• Surface (the visual design, the photo treatment, the font) 
• Skeleton (the placement of the interface elements, interface and navigation 

design) 
• Structure (how the features and functions work together from a user 

experience perspective, interaction and workflow of the site) 
• Scope (the features and functions of the site, content requirements) 
• Strategy (site objectives and user needs) 

 
Effective Web site design starts from the ground up with a solid strategy. Each 
succeeding level builds upon the foundation laid prior. All planes must work in 
harmony for us to achieve our goals. 
 

Project Goals 
• Increase customer satisfaction as measured by regular and periodic customer 

satisfaction surveys.  
• Drive operational efficiencies as measured by a sustained increase in site 

traffic and a concomitant decrease in call center volume. 
• Contribute to a 15 percent increase in customer registration for self-service 

options.  
• Extend the NW Natural brand to the Web and broaden the NW Natural 

marketing and business strategies throughout the Web site and its associative 
features and functions.  

• Create a community of dedicated, repeat visitors, as measured by increased 
site traffic and increased repeat visits over a six-month period following site 
launch. 

• Use content in a focused, disciplined way to reduce layers or excess click 
requirements. 

• Use clear, understandable language rather than industry jargon or buzzwords. 
Our content should reflect that NW Natural is your friendly neighbor and 
communicate that our territory and personality are unmistakably 
Northwestern. 

• Create a site that has the look, feel and performance to support our 
customer-focused brand image and the connection to our Northwest heritage. 
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Project Objectives 
• Increase ease of use and navigability of the Web site by condensing the 

content, simplifying the navigational rules and implementing a new navigation 
structure. 

• Increase access to NWN self-service applications by enabling immediate 
access to account login.  

• Improve site visitor’s ability to locate sections displaying the company 
background and position as a public utility (About Us). 

• Improve site visitor’s ability to locate critical emergency and safety contact 
information. 

• Implement a limited accessibility strategy to support access to site content. 
• Create a visual design and information architecture that is “timeless” with a 

Pacific Northwest flare and that is scalable, as the website has a projected 
lifespan of four years. 

Project Strategy 
The NWN site redesign effort is grounded in user centered design principles and Web 
best practices methodologies. Our focus is on ease of use and a simple but elegant 
visual design that extends and refreshes the NWN brand. Our designs and 
approaches are verified through usability testing to ensure that we accomplish the 
goals for the redesign. 
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Target Audience 
 
Establishing a clear description of the Web site target audiences is critical to the 
success of the redesign effort. The following section identifies the range of audience 
members. For each audience class, a user persona has been created. These user 
personas bring the site to life for the internal team and are used throughout the 
process to check and validate assumptions and workflow. 
 

Residential Commercial Government Internal External 

Non-customers 
Customers 

Non-customers 
Customers 
Large Commercial 
 

Non-
customers 
Customers 
Regulators 

Employees 
Investors 

Press 
Job 
Applicants 

 

Residential 
Residential users of the NW Natural Web site are primarily renters or homeowners 
who may or may not have a current energy account or online account with NW 
Natural. These individuals may operate home-based businesses. This category does 
not include small business owners who operate a business from a dedicated building 
or property, such as a foster care facility or adult day care. In these cases the 
property is devoted solely to business use and is therefore qualified as a small 
business customer.   
 
Customers 
A residential customer is an individual who currently uses NW Natural Gas services 
as a primary or secondary energy source. Customers may or may not have an 
associated online account with NW Natural. 
 
Non-customers 
A residential non-customer is an individual who is looking for information about 
natural gas as an energy source. These individuals are not current customers and 
are using electricity or heating oil as their primary energy source. 
 
User Personas and Web Site Tasks 
Our sample residential customer, Marilyn, is a busy single mom who juggles a full-
time job as a director of human resources with the demands of two school-age 
children. She frequently finds herself paying bills and attending to home-related 
issues on her lunch hour. Online bill pay and automatic debits represent a lifeline in 
her hectic world. As a NW Natural customer, she expects to be able to set up an 
automatic payment plan and check her account online.  
 Tasks 

• Register and set up an online account. 
• Setup automatic checking account debit for the account. 
• Check the account on a regular basis (monthly). 
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Our sample residential non-customer, Vikram, has recently transferred to Portland 
from a different state. He works for a local manufacturer. He’s in the market for a 
home and is currently spending most of his free time looking at houses. The last 
place he lived was a utilities-included apartment. As he’s looking at homes on the 
MLS he keeps seeing oil, decommissioned “oil”, “electric plus oil”, and sometimes 
“gas”. He’s not sure whether to buy a house with an oil tank or to limit his search to 
ones with gas heat, or to convert from oil to gas, or to stay all electric. He’s 
researching energy choices and relative costs for the Northwest.   

Tasks 
• Research the benefits of gas and the availability of gas in his target 

neighborhoods. 
• Research the procedures for decommissioning oil tanks and the 

associated costs. 
• Request new natural gas service. 

Commercial 
Commercial customers are individuals or legal corporate entities that own or manage 
a sole proprietorship, partnership or corporation that conducts business in a real 
estate property dedicated to the business. Commercial customers may or may not be 
current NW Natural customers and may or may not have an online account with NW 
Natural. Commercial customers may be further delineated as large commercial 
customers. 
 
Customers 
A commercial customer is a business that currently uses NW Natural Gas services as 
its primary or secondary energy source. Current customers may or may not have an 
online account with NW Natural. 
 
Non-customers 
Commercial non-customers are businesses that do not currently have an energy 
account with NW Natural. These business customers could have an energy account 
with a different utility or could be looking for information about natural gas as an 
energy source. The commercial non-customer uses electricity, coal, propane or 
heating oil as its primary energy source. 
 
Large Commercial 
A large commercial customer is a business entity that has a commercial account with 
NW Natural and uses a large volume of natural gas to operate the business. 
Commercial and large commercial accounts are fluid, as the NW Natural classification 
of the account is based on volume used in a given time period. An example of a large 
commercial customer is the developer or owner of large commercial real estate 
holdings such as office buildings, hotels, apartment complexes, universities and 
other large institutions, or corporate real estate, manufacturing facilities, hospitals 
and large school districts.   
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User Personas and Web Site Tasks 
Frederic represents our commercial customer. He owns and operates a large salon 
downtown, employing about twenty stylists. He uses natural gas for heating and to 
run the three dryers that are part of the in-house laundry system. He is quite 
successful and is planning on opening a second location at the end of the year. He’s 
evaluating properties and whether or not to use natural gas in his next salon. He’s 
concerned about rate increases he’s heard about in the news. For his current 
location, he is interested in streamlining his payment procedures with all his vendors, 
so is exploring ways to make automatic payments. 
 

Tasks 
• Investigate different payment plans for his NW Natural accounts. 
• Review rates and tariffs planned for the coming year. 
• Review payment plans and promotional offers for business customers. 
• Register online to make automatic payments. 

 
Luis is the VP Operations for Kaiser Permanente NW, in charge of operations issues 
for the region’s 12 hospitals and corporate offices. He represents our large 
commercial customer. KP is a current NW Natural customer and in addition to 
heating and cooking gas service, the health company maintains backup power 
generation capabilities in all hospitals and critical service areas. Luis is heading up a 
project to bring a new hospital into the network and is talking with NW Natural about 
extending the service and negotiating a better set of terms. He is investigating 
monitoring equipment and measurement services so that he can manage his energy 
expenditures more accurately. 
 

Tasks 
• Research measurement services and equipment options. 
• Locate a local NW Natural contact he can work with at the new hospital 

location. 
• Review rate and tariff regulations for commercial customers. 
• Review the payment and purchase options for commercial customers.
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Government 
The government target audience segment includes government agencies that are 
current NW Natural customers, agencies seeking information to make a decision to 
become an account holder and regulatory agencies and their representatives. 
 
Customers 
A government customer is a government agency that currently uses NW Natural Gas 
services as a primary or secondary energy source. This customer may or may not 
have an online account with NW Natural. 
 
Non-customer 
A government non-customer is looking for information about natural gas as an 
energy source. These entities are not current NW Natural customers and do not have 
an online account with NW Natural. These entities are using electricity, coal or oil as 
their primary energy source. 
 
Regulators 
A government regulator is a government auditing body that reviews the services, 
accounting, legal disclaimers, business policies, and business conduct of the utility. 
 
User Personas and Web Site Tasks 
Nicholas represents a government agency that has a local account with NW Natural. 
Nicholas is facilities manager for Metro, Portland’s regional governmental body. His 
offices manage about twenty buildings and office complexes, including cafeterias, 
owned and operated by Metro. All the properties use natural gas for heating and 
cooking. An administrative assistant is responsible for paying the bills every month. 
The admin pays online. 
 

Tasks 
• Check account status. 
• Modify account to level payments. 
• Prepay account for the coming year. 
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Nancy represents our regulatory audience members. As an analyst with the PUC in 
Oregon she regularly monitors utility companies within her territory for rate and tariff 
compliance. Her reports and recommendations feed into the large PUC committees 
whenever a utility requests a rate hike. Her reports, impact statements, and 
considerations are regularly used during commission hearings and are part of the 
public record. Part of her duties include regular monitoring to ensure that current 
rates, tariffs and public disclosures are filed and maintained by the utility. 
 

Tasks 
• Monitor the most current rate and tariff information available for public 

use, typically by checking corporate Web site of the utility and keeping 
copies of public notices placed in newspapers. 

• Collect statements and economic benefit reports and cost justification 
reports from utility companies to justify rate change requests. 

• Contact the appropriate people at the utility to ask follow-up questions 
and verify information.  

Internal 
The target audience segment that is classified as internal includes individuals who 
own or work for NW Natural Gas. These may be members of the general public or 
institutional investors. They are classified for this project as internal for purposes of 
articulating unique feature sets or content requirements. 
 
Employees 
Employees comprise all staff members of NW Natural and its subsidiaries. These 
individuals use the corporate Web site as part of customer service operations, as 
marketing oversight, to post jobs and retrieve applicant information and to post 
promotional offers and other account enhancement programs.    
 
Investors 
Investors include individuals and institutions who are current stockholders or who 
are researching NW Natural for potential investment.  Any individual with access to 
the site is a potential investor and has access to the investor relations content. 
 
User Personas and Web Site Tasks 
Our sample employee audience member is Janelle, customer service representative 
working the 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift at the 24-hour call center. Janelle frequently 
answers questions from customers related to information that is on the website. She 
would love to be able to point customers with online access to a nice, tidy section of 
the site to answer their questions. If that isn’t possible, she’d love to have 10 
minutes (one day! she hopes) to spend hunting down the answers to the questions 
she hears the most. 
 
 Tasks 

• Look up the phone number for the Call Before You Dig program. 
• Explain permit requirements and provide the phone number to the city 

department of construction for residential and commercial permits. 
• Answer status and scheduling questions regarding new orders and 

transfer of service. 
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Heath represents our investor target audience. Heath is married, with two small 
children and a third on the way. He dabbles in the stock market and is an active 
member of the Green Dolphin Investment Club. Heath is researching utility 
companies so he can make an investment recommendation at this month’s meeting. 
So far he’s looked at Arizona Gas and Electric and PGE in California. He uses 
company Web sites to look up annual reports and get a feel for the policies and 
community involvement of the company. He believes in investing in companies that 
are good stewards and caretakers of their community and the environment. 
 

Tasks 
• Look up the most recent annual report. 
• Read the annual report looking for earnings statements, P/E ratios, 

returns, past historical performance and forecasts. 
• Read the profiles about the executive team and the CEO’s statement 

to stockholders. 
• Check the current price of the stock and look at historical averages for 

the last ten years. 
• Use the financial information to populate his investment club software 

to run an investment analysis on the stock. 
• Prepare and present his findings to his investment club at the next 

meeting. 
 

External 
External customers include the press and job applicants. These audience groups are 
not accessing the site for account information or to pay bills. These individuals are 
accessing the site to look for work or to research and verify information.  
 
Press 
Members of the press include all media representatives who are reviewing the 
marketing message, product offerings, corporate information and company 
strategies for NW Natural. 
 
Job Applicant 
Job applicants are individuals seeking employment with NW Natural. 
 
User Personas and Web Site Tasks 
Our sample press audience member is John, a business reporter for The Oregonian, 
specializing in energy issues and regulatory affairs. NW Natural sends out press 
releases frequently, and he sees one regarding the upcoming appointment of a new 
chief for a new division in charge of a politically volatile pipeline project through an 
environmentally sensitive area.  He preps for an interview with the new executive 
and fact-checks the NW Natural Web site to prepare. 
 Tasks 

• Use the NW Natural Web site to learn more about the executives and 
to verify the spelling of executives’ names and their titles. 

• Verify press releases related to the environmental issues. 
• Cross-check with stated policies, environmental activists and EPA 

reports. 
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Our sample job applicant is George, an economist who just received his Ph.D. from 
Harvard University and is looking for a job that will bring him home to the 
Northwest. A native Washingtonian, he is familiar with Portland and would gladly 
work in the city. While in grad school he worked for the Massachusetts Department 
of Transportation and Mass-Electric, the local utility company. He’s still living in 
Boston, and is conducting his job search via the Internet. 

Tasks 
• Search for openings in the energy field. 
• Utilize job boards to narrow searches. 
• Use company Web sites to search for job openings. 
• Investigate NW Natural corporate culture, positions related to the 

environment, community involvement, and philanthropic approach. 
• Apply for a position at NW Natural following the instructions on the 

Web site.  
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Information Design and Usability  
 
Information design and usability are critical components for the success of the site 
redesign effort. These elements comprise a large number of items; from font sizes to 
backend features and functionality of database access. The following sections outline 
the requirements for this project. 
 
Information Design and Usability  

• Navigation structure and functionality must be flexible and scalable to 
accommodate expansion. 

• Navigation structure and content organization is focused on helping users 
accomplish tasks and find information quickly. It is simple and intuitive. 

• Navigation and links are jargon-free, written from the target audience’s 
perspective(s) and task focused. 

• Breadcrumb architectures enable users to quickly orient themselves and 
navigate within an information path. 

• Content is focused, to the point and concise. 
• Screen real estate is utilized for maximum effectiveness. Helpful content 

takes priority above the fold. 
• Our goal on the home page is to position 95% of the most useful information 

(content that drives the most traffic) above the fold. 
• Self-service tools are easy and simple to navigate. Multi-step procedures are 

clearly defined and the user’s progress through the procedure is clearly 
articulated.* 

• Design will utilize readable fonts and variable font sizing.  
• Site visitors will be able to self-identify themselves as residential or 

commercial customer prior to login. 
 
*  Some items listed as requirements for this project are technically outside CMD’s 
control and influence. For example, we can make recommendations for 
improvements to self-service tools or to the investor relations area, but since these 
are created and maintained by third parties we have no methodology to ensure 
compliance. 
 
Required Deliverables 

• A set of page schematics that outline each page template used in the site. 
• A high-level flowchart that identifies the global navigation and content 

sections of the site. 
• A functional specification that provides a narrative description of how the 

elements on the pages work and the flow through the site. 
• A comprehensive usability plan that identifies test objectives, test items, 

methodologies and recruitment criteria for respondents.  The usability plan 
will outline the broad goals of the multiple test phases. As each phase draws 
closer a more detailed test plan will be created. 

• A content map that identifies where existing content will fit within the new 
design.
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Accessibility  
Though meeting all accessibility standards as outlined in Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is not required for this 
redesign project, CMD recommends that NW Natural consider applying certain parts 
of the standards to this project. Providing enhanced access to customers and 
potential customers with accessibility challenges demonstrates community 
involvement, commitment and customer care. It can even be a competitive 
differentiator as the other utility providers in this market are not fully compliant. Of 
the competitors, Portland General Electric has the most complete compliance with 
current accessibility standards. We recommend the following minimal compliance 
items: 
 

• Do not use color alone to indicate status or meaning. 
• Evaluate all graphic comps with a color deficiency simulator to ensure that 

graphics and graphical text deliver enough contrast to be easily readable. 
• Use relative font sizing rather than fixed font sizes. This allows site visitors to 

modify the font size as needed to improve readability and supports visitors 
that have previously set their browsers to enlarge the fonts. 

• Place a font sizing interface widget in a standard place on the screens. This 
allows site visitors to modify the font size easily without using browser 
controls.* 

• Implement alternate controls, such as TAB key press and ENTER to submit 
data for all forms.* 

• Implement alternate navigation controls so that users who are unable to use 
a mouse can navigate.* 

• Provide clear link treatments, ideally an underline, and utilize the TITLE 
attribute for the link so that screen reader devices can describe where the link 
goes.* 

 
* Some of the accessibility requirements that CMD recommends may be impacted by 
the EKTRON content management system. Pending further investigation into the 
specifications surrounding EKTRON some of these accessibility recommendations 
may require modification or be eliminated. 
 

Services and Features  
Services and features relate to functional units of code that “do things” on the site, 
such as process a request for login, storing of account information, and search. The 
following services and functional features are required for this project. 
 

• Convenient customer self-service 
• Provide a flexible search engine*   
• Provide an accurate and clear site map 

 
*  Note that a flexible search engine may require a separate purchase by NW Natural 
of a third-party engine that enables phrase searching. On-site search engines 
frequently fail due to limitations in the engine itself. It is not uncommon for large 
government agencies or large corporate Web sites to have unusable internal search 
engines, or for employees and the general public to use Google to search their own 
site.  
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Content Requirements 
• Content needs to educate users about the benefits of using natural gas. 
• Content needs to be purpose-driven and service-driven. 
• The benefits of self-service are explained clearly and engagingly. 
• The site needs to present information organized to support the audience’s 

information research and procedural tasks rather than the internal structure 
of the corporation. 

 
Editorial Tone and Style 
CMD will provide editorial suggestions aimed to improve readability as part of an 
overall style guide. These guidelines will include specifics such as: 
 

• Use bullet lists. 
• Add paragraph subheads in bold to support scanning. 
• Number steps in a procedure. 
• Edit existing content to reduce overall volume where possible. We understand 

that certain portions of content that are regulatory in nature may not be able 
to be adjusted. 

• Add a summary or abstract to the beginning of long legal documents so that a 
visitor gets an overview of the salient points without having to read the entire 
document. 

• Put the most important information above the fold. 
 
New Content (known at this point) 
The HR department at NW Natural has requested that the following content changes 
be made to the site: 

• Job Openings 
o How to Apply 
o Online Application 
o Current Openings (direct link to current job opportunities) 

• Culture 
o Overview 
o Community Involvement  
o Commitment to Diversity 

 Equal Employment Opportunity Policy 
 Diversity Council 
 Diversity Network 
 Women’s Network 

o Employee Recognition Awards 
• Benefits 

o Employee Development 
 Tuition Reimbursement 

o Time Off Programs 
 11 Paid Holidays 
 Entry Amounts for VST & PTO 
 VST Amounts for Work 10 of Work Experience 

o Health Plans 
 Medical, Dental and Vision 

o 401(k) Plan 
o Life Insurance Options 
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o Short and Long Term Disability Benefits 
o Flexible Spending Accounts 
o Access to Credit Union 

 
New content must be provided by NW Natural staff and stakeholders. Our 
information design and site redesign will accommodate these requests, as long as 
they are made in a timely manner. 

 
 

Legal Requirements 
This project will comply with legal requirements for content and design as 
established by NW Natural. The following are the known requirements that this site 
must comply with: 
 

• A comprehensive privacy policy must be available at all times. The privacy 
policy must clearly identify what personal information is collected, how it is 
stored, and what NW Natural does with the data. If customer data is sold to 
third parties for marketing purposes site visitors must have access to that 
documentation and the ability to state that such information may not be 
shared. 

• Copyright and trademark of NW Natural names, identities, products and 
services shall be maintained. 

• Rate and tariff documents will be available in their entirety. 
• Disclaimers related to third-party billing entities and other financial 

institutions will be maintained. 
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Creative Treatment and Branding Requirements 
The creative treatment of the redesign seeks to refresh the NW Natural brand and 
extend it to the Web site. The site will resonate with the flavor of the Northwest 
while preserving our performance goals of fast download times, minimal use of Flash 
animation, and providing accessibility to all the site audiences. The following items 
outline the creative requirements for this project. 
 

• The look and feel should be unmistakably from the Pacific Northwest 
• Reinforce Northwest heritage 
• Creative should be accessible to all audience members and have an 

approachable personality 
• Support the NW Natural brand identity 
• Minimal and intelligent use of Flash  
• Audience members should feel as though they have arrived at a comforting, 

friendly, approachable company that is professional, that shares their 
concerns, and is committed to providing excellent service and support. 

 

Look and Feel 
The imagery used to convey the basic personality of NW Natural as a native Pacific 
Northwest concern will rely on a combination of soft color, drawn primarily from the 
existing NW Natural corporate color palette, careful design utilizing NW Natural's 
established and approved font list and inviting photography that features settings 
and vistas that the typical viewing audience will be able to relate to and identify with. 
We will select scenes that speak to the convenience and comfort that typifies the 
ideal Northwest lifestyle. Landscapes will involve prominent Northwest landmarks 
where possible, but will always contain some human as well as environmental cues 
that are common to the entire region that NW Natural serves. 
  
The overall visual structure and composition of the NW Natural site will be developed 
to evoke the most positive response from a sample representative market group and 
will be verified through usability testing. 
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Technical Specifications 
The technical specifications for the Northwest Natural website redesign project 
include the requirements and assumptions for the physical creation, testing and 
delivery of digital assets.  
 

Technical Design and Production Requirements 
 
CMD will provide NW Natural with the following physical code-based deliveries: 

• Up to eight .ASP page templates that comply with Ektron CMS content block 
specifications. 

o The majority of the templates will use Ektron “static content” blocks. 
o .ASP templates will be created using Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 

conjunction with the Ektron “Macromedia Extensions” to maintain long-
term compatibility with future Northwest Natural edits. 

o Code-blocks will be appropriately commented “in-line.” 
o For purposes of layout and CMS integration tests, sample content will 

be used in each page template – applied through Ektron and tested on 
all required browsers. 

o Some of the templates created may require additional flexibility in how 
content blocks “lay out” in relationship to the Ektron CMS. In such 
cases, these template files will be designed to be modular enough to 
support multiple layout combinations to cover site content needs. 

• Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) file(s) 
o Server or client-side browser-based detection if appropriate for use in 

CSS reference. 
• Supporting images required for layout, including navigation elements. 
• Supporting “include” files, where appropriate for navigation and common on-

page elements. 
• A single demonstration-style prototype of the site structure created using 

graphical comps. This demo is intended to show site flow and look and feel, 
and will not be tied to the Ektron CMS in any way. 

• At key points along the process, CMD will provide template file tests to 
confirm Ektron integration and act as a confirmation point with Isaac Frankel. 

 
CMD will provide NW Natural with the following document deliveries: 

• Recommended directory structure for pages/assets. 
• Template structural documentation that identifies what code components 

make up each template page. 
 
CMD will NOT be providing the following: 

• Integration of login or other functions into .ASP page templates. NW Natural 
will be responsible for integrating the delivered .ASP templates into the 
Ektron Content Management System. 

• Functional forms used on pages, although an example form will be provided 
for stylistic reference. 

• Site structures within the Ektron CMS. 
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Site testing will be completed on the following browsers for compatibility and layout 
performance: 
PC-based browsers 

• Windows 2000/Windows XP (for coverage) 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 

Internet Explorer 6.0 
• Netscape Navigator 4.72 

Netscape Navigator 7.0 
• Mozilla 1.7 

 
Macintosh-based browsers 

• Macintosh OS 9/OS X 
• Netscape Navigator 6.0 

Netscape Navigator 7.0 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 
• Safari 1.0 

 
 
Boundary Tests 
Additional testing will be conducted to confirm the following parameters: 
 

• Site layout works at 800x600 resolution 
• Performance is reasonable on a 56k dial-up connection 
• Layout will still work when fonts are increased/decreased in size 
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Project Understandings 
 
• CMD will provide an account manager as primary point of contact. 
• CMD will provide a dedicated account and creative team to oversee and 

execute the project. 
• CMD will provide regular client conference reports and weekly status updates 

concerning project development and deliverables. 
• CMD will provide a dedicated team to execute the discovery and solution 

phase of the project. 
• CMD understands a third party other than CMD will host site. 
• This project does not include the purchase of hardware or software. 
• CMD understands content received from NW Natural would require minimal 

change, addition, or modifications. CMD will provide NW Natural cost 
estimates for writing new content after the information design is developed.  

• CMD will provide script treatment from NW Natural-provided content in order 
to build prototype. 

• This project budget and timeline does not include CMD physically populating 
all site content into Ektron CMS or hooking into NW Natural’s back-end 
engine. 

• This estimate assumes a continuous project. If the project is put on hold or 
delayed by client for any reason, CMD may reassess the project at restart and 
will notify the client in writing prior to restart of any necessary revisions to 
the budget. 

• Any delays in approvals may impact CMD’s ability to provide deliverables as 
outlined in the project plan, and therefore may affect the cost estimate. 

• All requested changes will be reviewed against the scope of work. Changes 
that are determined to be out of scope or that are requested after approval 
dates will be billed as change orders in addition to this budget. 

 

Next Steps 
In order to adhere to the schedule, we request your changes on the requirements 
document by 7/22/04.  Once approved, we will move forward into the information 
design and solution phases.  
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Sign-off Form 
 
 
Project Title:  NW Natural Web site Redesign 
 
 
Company:  NW Natural  
 
Name:   
 
 
 
 
 
Client Signature  
 
 
 
 
Date 
 
 
 
Your signature confirms that you have read and approved all information and specifications 
presented in the Requirements Document.  The Requirements Document serves as a blueprint for 
the Interactive production process.   
 
Any changes to project requirements, solution, or scope that fall outside of the parameters of this 
document may be the basis for a change order. 
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Appendix: Research 
As part of the requirements phase of development, CMD performed a site analysis of 
NW Natural’s current site and also took a look at the features and content offered on 
competitor sites. The following pages provide snapshots of our findings and show a 
feature list that identifies areas where NW Natural is leading its competition and 
areas that represent growth opportunities. CMD will use this research when 
developing new information design and user experience solutions. 
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Feature Comparison 
Company NW Natural  Pacific Gas & 

Electric 
Portland 
General 

PacifiCorp 

URL 
www.nwnatural.c
om 

www.pge.com www.portlandge
neral.com 

www.pacifico
rp.com 

Website Features         
Customer Account Features 
        
Features Demo       X 
Login/confirm Identity X X X X 
Online meter reading X X X   
Online payment X X X X 
Payment by Check X X X   
Payment by Credit Card X X X   
Payment by Transfer X X X X 
Automated Payment X X X X 
Online Payment History X   X X 
Online Activity History X   X   
Online quote         
Account Management X X X X 
Multiple Account 
Management X       
Review bills X X X X 
Registration X X X X 
Secure site X X X X 
Service Status X X     
Change Billing Plans     X   
Alternative Energy 
SignOn     X   
Alternative Energy 
SignOff     X   
Financial Payment 
Assistance X X X   
Service Transfer X       
Request Audit or 
Inspection X       
          
Site Content         
Products and Services X X X   
Hardware and 
Equipment X       
Service Energy Types       X 
Energy product e-store X     X 
Special online offers X X     
Meter Reading Schedule   X X   
Testimonials     X X 
Savings Calculators   X X   
Industry History         
Energy saving tutorials X X X X 
Child Education   X X X 
Professional Education X X X X 
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Company NW Natural  Pacific Gas & 
Electric 

Portland 
General 

PacifiCorp 

General Education X X X X 
Useful Links X X X X 
Brochures and Forms 
FAQ X X     
          
Company Information         
About Section X X X X 
Company Financials X X X   
Company Profile X X X X 
Corporate Guidelines X X X X 
Environmental Report X X X   
Shareholder Services X     X 
Shareholder Meetings X X     
Stock History X X     
Earnings Estimates X       
Presentations X       
          
Career Content         
Career Information X X X X 
Management & 
Professional Career 
Information   X X X 
Skilled Labor Career 
Information   X X X 
College Recruitment   X X X 
Training and 
Development 
Information       X 
Pay, Benefit information   X X X 
Company Policies 
information   X X   
Job Search Engine X   X X 
Candidate Profiler       X 
          
Business Features         
Claim Request 
Processing   X     
Multiple business plans X X X   
Green Energy plan   X X X 
Customer rate bidding         
Electronic Invoicing     X   
Electronic Payment     X X 
Professional Consulting X   X   
Business Use Cases 
Scenarios X   X   
          
Supplier and Purchaser Features       
Reselling program X X X   
Surplus Material 
program   X X   
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Company NW Natural  Pacific Gas & 
Electric 

Portland 
General 

PacifiCorp 

Properties sales   X X   
Data exchange program   X     
Qualifying facilities 
programs   X     
Private Generator 
program   X     
Capacity for Sale     X   
Customer Index     X   
Supplier Notices and 
News     X   
National Tariff Notes and 
News X   X   
Regulatory Information X   X X 
Organizational Structure     X   
Transactional Reports     X   
Contractor Network X   X   
Supplier Customer 
Based Services     X   
Critical Reliability 
Centers     X   
          
Global Features         
Multi-lingual   X X   
Search X X X X 
Site Map X X X   
Separate Business Site X   X X 
Separate Corporate Site       X 
Separate Consumer Site   X   X 
Privacy Notice X X X X 
Legal Notice X   X   
          
News Features         
Newsletter sign-up X X X X 
News Archive X X X X 
Service News X       
Company News X X X X 
Media Downloads   X X X 
          
Industry Community         
Industry Rate & 
Regulation X X     
Field Work & Projects X X X X 
Service Based Projects   X X   
Utility/Street 
Construction   X   X 
Community History X   X   
Community Events X   X X 
Community Involvement X   X X 
Request a Speaker     X   
Seminar Listings X       
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Company NW Natural  Pacific Gas & 
Electric 

Portland 
General 

PacifiCorp 

Seminar Registration X       
Request a presentation X     X 
Alternative Energy 
Programs X   X X 
Non-profit organizations       X 
          
Product Features         
Compare service 
providers         
Pay on receipt of bill   X     
Pay by check X X X X 
Pay by debit card X X X X 
Pay by credit card X X X X 
Payment by Phone X X X X 
Payment by Mail X X X X 
Monthly direct debit X X X   
Standing order         
Pay a year in advance         
Regular payment 
scheme X X X   
Prepayment meter   X     
Dual fuel service         
          
Contact Features         
Email X X X X 
Phone X X X X 
Online Glossary of 
Terms       X 
Online FAQ X X X X 
Online Help Forum   X     
Contact Information X X X X 
Contact Multi-lingual   X     
Online Quality Survey   X     
Office Locator X X X   
Support Form X X X   
Issue reporting X X X   
Service request X X X   
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NW Natural Functionality Map 
NW Natural provided to CMD a high-level functionality map of the current site. This 
map identifies database elements and dynamic and static pages. The numbers in 
parentheses in the diagrams refer to the number of separate content pages 
associated with that topic.  
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Customer Service Section - Residential

Open a Home
Account (6)

NWN Office
Locations (1)

WARM
Program (3)

Residential
Payment

Options (1)

Equal Pay(5)

AS400/
DB2

Natural Pay (4)

AS400/
DB2

Credit Card/
ATM

Outsourced -->
BillMatrix

Pay Your Bill
Online

Outsourced -->
CheckFree

Payment
Assistance

Pay by Check (5)

AS400/
DB2

Manage Your
Account (1)

Account Status
(1)

AS400/
DB2

Usage History
Graph (1)

AS400/
DB2

Billing History (2)

AS400/
DB2

Transfer Service
(7)

AS400/
DB2

Close Account
(3)

AS400/
DB2

How to Read
Your Bill (1)

Change Mailing
Addr (2)

AS400/
DB2

Online Meter
Read (3)

AS400/
DB2

Routine
Inspection (4)

AS400/
DB2

Add Another
Account (2)

AS400/
DB2

MS
SQL

Login (1)

MS
SQL

Modify
registration (2)

MS
SQL

Register (2)

MS
SQL

Forgot My
Password (2)

MS
SQL

Privacy Policy
(1)
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Customer Service Section - Business

Login

Open a
Business

Account (4)

MS
SQL

Residential
Payment
Options

Equal Pay(5)

AS400/
DB2

Natural Pay (4)

AS400/
DB2

Credit Card/
ATM

Outsourced -->
BillMatrix

Pay by Check (5)

AS400/
DB2

Business
Office

Locations (1)

Manage Your
Account (1)

Account Status
(1)

AS400/
DB2

Usage History
Graph (1)

AS400/
DB2

Billing History (2)

AS400/
DB2

Routine
Inspection (4)

AS400/
DB2

Add Another
Account (2)

AS400/
DB2

MS
SQL

Modify
registration (2)

MS
SQL

Seminar
registration (6

MS
SQL

Register

MS
SQL

Forgot My
Password (2)

MS
SQL
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Business Section

Seminar
registration
(12)

MS
SQL

Gas
Transportation

Rates and
Tarrifs (11)

Gas
Equipment (8)

Safety
Information (9)

Programs and
Services (6)

Business FAQ
(2)
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Professionals
(1)

Multifamily
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Rate Redesign
(5)

Natural Gas
Vehicles (1)

Mist Storage
Service (2)
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Residential Section

Residential
FAQ (3)

Focus
Newsletter (1)

Hearth
Retailers (2)

Energy
Effiency (3)

Unity Service
(4)

Single Family
(6)

Special Offers
(2)
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Gas
Equipment (7)
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Homes (1)

Benefit of
Using Gas (3)
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Contractors by
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

About Section

KB Pipeline (1)

The Company
(3)

How to Apply
(1)

Job
Opportunities

(10)
Careers (1)

Media Center
(1)
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(1)
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Investor Section

Financial
Reports (1)

Other Reports
(Outsourced to

CCBN)

Annual
Reports

FFQ
Newsletter (1)

The Investor Relations section is outsourced
except:

Annual Reports
FFQ Newsletter
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Safety Section

Gas Leaks (2)

Safety in the
Home (7)

Call Before
You Dig (1)

About Natural
Gas (3)

Earthquake (1)
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NW Natural Website
Functionality Map

icf 6/14/2004

Contact Us Section

Business
Contacts (1)

Your
Comments (1)

IT Vendor
Management
(8)

MS
SQL
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High-Level Navigation Structures 
The following pages show illustrations of the utility competitors and their respective 
Web site navigation structures. Note how navigationally complex the NW Natural site 
is as compared to others. Also of note is that without an active account number for 
the competitors we were unable to delve into customer service areas. Our structures 
are implied from review of site maps and drop down menus, and other cues the 
public-facing portions of the Web sites provided. 
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by: Robert Foley Jr CMD Strictly Confidential Created on:  06/24/2004 Last Revised on: 06/29/2004

NW Natural Current Site Navigation Version 1.0

Tertiary Navigation

Secondary Navigation

Primary Navigation

Home
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3.0
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by: Robert Foley Jr CMD Strictly Confidential Created on:  06/23/2004 Last Revised on: 06/23/2004

Pacific Gas and Electrical Company Site Architecture Version 1.0

Tertiary Navigation

Secondary Navigation

Primary Navigation

Home
1.0

About Us
2.0

For Your
Business

3.0

Careers
4.0

Customer
Service

5.0
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6.0
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Training

7.0

Contact Us
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9.0
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12.0
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by: Robert Foley Jr CMD Strictly Confidential Created on:  06/23/2004 Last Revised on: 06/23/2004

Portland General Site Architecture Version 1.0

Tertiary Navigation

Secondary Navigation

Primary Navigation
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by: Robert Foley Jr CMD Strictly Confidential Created on:  06/24/2004 Last Revised on: 06/24/2004

PacificCorp Site Architecture Version 1.0
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